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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

STRaTeGy aSSeTS

Global HIGH yIelD: $743 million
U.S. HIGH yIelD: $676 million

CompoSITe peRfoRmanCe SUmmaRy

Global HIGH yIelD The strategy composite returned 0.87% (0.71% net)1 during the fourth quarter, 
while the bloomberg barclays Global High yield Index returned 0.87% and the 
bloomberg barclays Global High yield Corporate Index returned 0.91%.  

U.S. HIGH yIelD The strategy composite returned 1.12% (0.95% net)1 for the period versus the 
bloomberg barclays U.S. Corporate High yield index return of 0.47%.

aTTRIbUTIon

Global HIGH yIelD In the fourth quarter of 2017, the Global High yield strategy performed in line with 
the benchmark. 

•	 Security selection was positive during the quarter with relative contributions from several brazilian 
corporate credits in the beef, banking, and oil & gas sectors. Security selection in communications 
was the largest relative detractor with positive relative contribution from a Jamaican telecom 
company offset by weakness from U.S.-based wireless and satellite companies. on an absolute 
basis, local-currency sovereigns in brazil and mexico were leading detractors primarily due to 
weakening currencies. long-dated bonds of a global fertilizer company, Jamaican-based telecom, 
and a structured credit position were among the strongest contributors. our credit default exposures 
across the U.S. high yield credit default swap index (CDX) and sovereign credit default swaps (CDS) 
exposures in brazil and argentina were also contributors to absolute performance. 

•	 Within sector selection, our lack of exposure to financials, a sector that outperformed the index 
during the quarter, and an allocation in local-currency sovereigns were primary relative detractors. 
energy exposure as well as being long credit risk via U.S. high yield CDX and argentine and brazilian 
sovereign CDS exposures were accretive to relative performance. our largest relative overweights 
were in technology, consumer non-cyclicals, and energy, while our largest relative underweights were 
financials and consumer cyclicals. 

•	 Currency selection detracted from relative performance during the quarter due to weakness in 
emerging market currencies, including the brazilian real and mexican peso.
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1Supplemental to the attached Global High yield and U.S. High yield GIpS composites.
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peRfoRmanCe1

Global HIGH yIelD CompoSITe ($USD)
% 

ReTuRn qTD YTD
1 

YeAR
3 

YeAR
5 

YeAR
7 

YeAR
SInCe 
InCeP.2

Gross 0.87 10.19 10.19 6.70 5.69 7.59 8.92

net 0.71 9.48 9.48 6.02 5.02 6.90 8.22

bGHyC4 0.91 10.29 10.29 6.12 5.36 6.78 7.64

bGHy3 0.87 10.43 10.43 7.07 5.67 7.18 8.11

U.S. HIGH yIelD CompoSITe ($USD)
% 

ReTuRn qTD YTD
1 

YeAR
3 

YeAR
5 

YeAR
7 

YeAR
SInCe 

InCeP. 5

Gross 1.12 8.94 8.94 6.62 6.01 7.73 9.05

net 0.95 8.24 8.24 5.94 5.33 7.04 8.35

bUSHy6 0.47 7.50 7.50 6.35 5.77 7.03 8.01

poRTfolIo CHaRaCTeRISTICS1,7

Global HIGH yIelD U.S. HIGH yIelD
CHARACTeRISTICS PoRTFoLIo BGHY3 PoRTFoLIo BuSHY6

average Quality bb b1 bb b1

yield to Worst (%) 4.51 5.24 4.5 5.72

modified adjusted Duration (%) 2.99 4.31 3.38 3.86

average Coupon (%) 5.48 6.14 5.43 6.39

Current yield (%) 5.06 6.00 5.05 6.34

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

QUalITy alloCaTIonS1

BBB or Higher

BB

B

CCC-C

D

Not Rated

Global HIGH yIelD

SeCToR alloCaTIonS1
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Global HIGH yIelD

U.S. HIGH yIelD

U.S. HIGH yIelD

U.S. HIGH yIelD The U.S. High yield strategy 
outperformed the benchmark for the period, with 
credit selection driving relative performance. 

•	 Security selection was positive during the 
quarter with relative performance contributions 
from consumer non-cyclicals and basic 
industry. a U.S.-based healthcare services 
provider, two brazilian beef companies, and 
a global fertilizer company drove security 
selection. Security selection in communications 
and energy were the largest relative detractors. 
Within communications, selection was mixed 
with positive relative contribution coming from 
a Jamaican telecom company being offset 
by weakness from U.S.-based wireless and 
satellite companies. long-dated bonds of a 
global fertilizer company and a Jamaican-
based telecom as well as a structured credit 
position were among the strongest absolute 
contributors. Credit default exposures across 
the U.S. high yield CDX and sovereign CDS 
exposures in brazil and argentina were also 
solid absolute contributors to performance. 

•	 Sector allocation contributed to relative 
performance due to structured credit and quasi-
sovereign bond allocations. our lack of exposure 
to financials and underweight to energy detracted 
as both sectors outperformed the index during 
the quarter. our largest relative overweights 
were in technology and consumer non-cyclicals, 
and our largest relative underweights were 
consumer cyclicals and financials. 

CHanGeS anD poRTfolIo 
CHaRaCTeRISTICS

The regional allocation of the Global High yield 
portfolio was approximately 21% non-U.S. at the 
end of the fourth quarter, with 14.5% in latin 
america and 3.5% in europe. Within corporate 
credit, we modestly increased exposures to en-
ergy and hospitals and reduced technology. other 
notable changes were a 4.5% decrease to latin 
america, particularly local-currency sovereign po-
sitions in mexico and brazil; a 3.8% reduction in 
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europe; and a 37% notional increase in CDS where we added to credit risk given our positive macro view on global growth. our allocations in CDS 
were in U.S. high yield and brazilian and argentine sovereigns. at the end of the quarter, high yield corporate bonds accounted for 75% of holdings, 
with 74% of that exposure in U.S. dollar-denominated high yield corporate credit. The strategy’s investment theme continued to emphasize U.S. 
and latin american high yield credit as well as some local-currency sovereign opportunities in peru and Indonesia in lieu of european credit where 
yields are on par with U.S. Treasuries. Within latin america, we increased our net sovereign CDS exposure by adding to argentine CDS and closed 
Turkey. Within high yield corporate bonds, consumer non-cyclicals (14%) and telecommunications (13.7%) remained the largest sector weight-
ings; however, they were both down from approximately 20% weightings at the beginning of the year as valuations tightened or had fully priced in 
merger and acquisition (m&a) activity. The Global High yield strategy’s cash balance was 0.3%, bank loans were 0.9%, investment grade corporate 
bonds were reduced to 1.1%, and the U.S. mortgage-backed securities allocation was 5.3%.  During the quarter, we increased our U.S. dollar 
exposure by 3%, bringing it to 77% on the back of reductions in mexico, brazil, and poland. furthermore, we increased exposure to peru and added 
british pound exposure back to the portfolio.  

maRKeT CommenTaRy

as widely expected, the federal Reserve (fed) raised the federal funds rate at its December meeting, putting pressure on an already flattening 
yield curve. The 2-year Treasury yield rose while the longer end of the curve remained anchored by low inflation expectations. Despite low inflation, 
Chair Janet yellen, and her successor, Jerome powell, shared a commitment to normalizing monetary policy with three additional rate increases 
expected for 2018. additional pressure on yields materialized as president Trump and Republicans passed major tax reform legislation just before 
year end. With the future of the north american free Trade agreement (nafTa) hanging in the balance and political pressures rising, mexican 
assets and the peso bore the brunt of political risk during the quarter. The bank of mexico’s november decision to hold rates steady signaled that 
its era of tight monetary policy may be drawing to a close, potentially paving the way to policy easing and a lower rate environment, which may 
improve mexico’s business climate. In europe, improving economic and sentiment indicators eclipsed political developments, such as the Catalan 
independence referendum and the resurgence of the far-right in eastern europe—a movement that partly jeopardized Chancellor angela merkel’s 
coalition. eurozone consumer confidence hit a 16-year high while corporate loan growth reached a post-crisis watermark, bolstering optimism in 
the region. Despite favorable tailwinds, the european Central bank (eCb) pledged to remain accommodative through 2018. However, the eCb’s 
commitment to accommodative policy did little to hold down the euro, which climbed higher due to the ongoing strength of the eurozone economy. 
The bank of Japan’s (boJ) commitment to accommodative policy was extended with prime minister Shinzo abe’s reelection. Japanese government 
bonds rallied due to the continuation in stewardship and nascent signs of inflation. The bank of england (boe) raised its policy rate for the first 
time, helping longer-dated gilts rally. 

The combination of stronger global growth, low volatility, and improving commodity prices generally were beneficial to risk asset performance 
during the quarter, including equities, emerging markets, and credit markets. both U.S. investment grade and high yield credit produced positive 
returns, with high yield spreads compressing. fundamentals within U.S. investment grade and high yield corporate credit remained solid, although 
both market segments may come under pressure in 2018 as the fed normalization continues or if the U.S. Treasury curve continues to flatten. 
Within U.S. investment grade corporate credit, leverage and interest coverage ratios remained suppressed, while default rates were low within 
the high yield universe. Spreads on the pan-european high yield index widened, however, despite expensive valuations within european credit, the 
regional financials sector extended its rally, posting some of the biggest gains in 2017. Within structured credit, spreads remained tight, but credit 
risk transfers, non-agency reperforming loans, freddie K mezzanine bonds, and select commercial mortgage-backed securities continued to deliver 
strong performance. 

In emerging markets, despite positive export activity and private consumption, brazilian assets underperformed for the quarter against growing 
uncertainty around elections and reforms, erasing any modest gains made throughout the year. However, other emerging market assets generally 
outperformed developed markets, helped by the softer U.S. dollar, robust global growth and export demand, and rising commodity prices. Several 
asian markets fared particularly well, including Indonesia and India. Central and eastern european countries, including poland, Hungary, and Turkey, 
also rallied as their economies expanded alongside the eurozone despite political risks.
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oUTlooK

We believe synchronized global growth will likely continue to provide a constructive backdrop for global capital flows during the first half of 2018. 
With these conditions, credit and emerging market debt—in the form of hard-currency corporate credit and local-currency sovereigns—should 
continue to present value within the fixed income universe. furthermore, in our view, a benign default environment, albeit one that is slowly ticking 
higher, will provide a supportive backdrop for lower-quality credit instruments at current valuations. We remain most constructive on U.S. dollar-de-
nominated high yield opportunities in select emerging markets and the U.S. political risks remain in europe as the Italian elections and the country’s 
populist movement will come into focus during the first quarter. The fed is expected to follow its dot plots on the path to normalization, though 
wildcards like low inflation and new federal open market Committee leadership may complicate the outlook. The boe and bank of Canada also 
may modestly continue to normalize policy rates. other developed market central banks, particularly the eCb and the boJ, have signaled continued 
accommodation through 2018 while indicating that potential changes to those policies may occur. as we see it, emerging market central banks 
have room to continue easing, therefore, we think global monetary policy will generally remain accommodative. positive economic indicators have 
globally crystallized and should continue to generate better global growth. Therefore, we plan on managing these risks by continuing to invest in 
high-conviction U.S. high yield bonds, as well as local-currency emerging market debt, including both sovereign and corporate instruments. oppor-
tunistic hedging in CDS indices, interest rate futures contracts, and the use of U.S. Treasuries should act as risk-off ballast; currency management 
is another tactic that may provide downside protection while allowing us to maintain core positions during times of volatility.

1 Supplemental to attached Global High yield and U.S. High yield GIpS composite presentations. periods greater than one year are annualized. 
2 Inception Date: January 1, 2010
3 bGHy = bloomberg barclays Global High yield Index (USD)
4 bGHyC = bloomberg barclays Global High yield Corporate Index (USD)
5 Inception Date: January 1, 2010
6 bUSHy = bloomberg barclays U.S. Corporate High yield Index (USD)
7 The “blended Weighted average Rating” is determined as follows: In line with the methodology used by bloomberg barclays Global indices, the middle rating from the three rating 

agencies (S&p, moody’s, and fitch) will be assigned to each security. In the event that ratings are provided by only two agencies, the lowest rating will be assigned. If only one agency 
assigns a rating, that rating will be applied. If the security is not rated by one of the three major agencies, it is given a rating equivalent to a defaulted bond. The equivalent numerical 
rating is assigned to each security based on the Security level scale. a portfolio level scale is applied on the weighted average calculation to round for fractional numerical ratings 
and then converted to an alpha weighted average rating. Cash is included and receives the highest rating.

The views expressed represent the opinions of brandywine Global Investment management, llC (“brandywine Global”) and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future 
results. In rendering portfolio management services, brandywine Global may use the portfolio management services, research and other resources of its affiliates. please note that 
portfolio securities may have been rated by another nationally Recognized Statistical Rating organization. This information should not be considered a solicitation or an offer to provide 
any brandywine Global service in any jurisdiction where it would be unlawful to do so under the laws of that jurisdiction. Gross returns presented do not reflect the deduction of 
investment advisory fees. a client’s return will be reduced by the advisory fee and other expenses incurred in the management of the account. net of fee performance was calculated 
using the highest management fee as described in part 2 of the firm’s form aDV, which is available upon request. preliminary data, if noted, reflects unreconciled returns for the time 
periods listed above. There may be additional risks associated with international investments such as market/currency fluctuations, investment risks, and other risks involving foreign 
economic, political, monetary, taxation, auditing and/or legal factors. These risks are magnified in emerging markets. International investing may not be suitable for everyone. fixed 
income securities involve interest rate, credit, inflation and reinvestment risk; and possible loss of principal. High yield bonds possess greater price, volatility, illiquidity and possibility 
of default. The data represent the aggregate characteristics of all securities held in the Representative portfolio, an actual commission account not subject to taxation. Data obtained 
from barclays live and bloomberg finance, lp, which is believed to be accurate and reliable. Characteristics, quality and sector allocations are subject to change and should not be 
considered as investment recommendations. Individual client accounts may differ from characteristics and allocations shown. It should not be assumed that investments listed and 
account quality ratings were or will prove profitable, or that investment decisions we make in the future will be profitable. brandywine Global’s investment process may prove incorrect, 
which may have a negative impact on performance. brandywine Global believes that transactions in any option, future, commodity, or other derivative product are not suitable for all 
persons, and that accordingly, clients should be aware of the risks involved in trading such instruments. There may be significant risks which should be considered prior to investing. 
Derivatives transactions may increase liquidity risk and introduce other significant risk factors of a complex character. all securities trading, whether in stocks, options or other 
investment vehicles, is speculative in nature and involves substantial risk of loss. 

The bloomberg barclays Global High-yield Index (©2017 barclays bank plC) provides a broad-based measure of the global high-yield fixed income markets. The bloomberg barclays 
Global High-yield Index represents the union of the U.S. High-yield, pan-european High-yield, U.S. emerging markets High-yield, and pan-european emerging markets High-yield 
Indices. The bloomberg barclays Global High-yield Corporate Index represents the corporate sector of the bloomberg barclays Global High yield. The bloomberg barclays U.S. Corporate 
High yield Index covers the universe of fixed rate, non-investment grade debt. eurobonds and debt issues from countries designated as emerging markets (e.g., argentina, brazil, 
Venezuela, etc.) are excluded, but Canadian and global bonds (SeC registered) of issuers in non-emG countries are included. The pan-european High-yield Index measures the market 
of non-investment grade, fixed-rate corporate bonds denominated in the following currencies: euro, pounds sterling, norwegian krone, Swedish krona, and Swiss franc. Securities are 
classified as high yield if the middle rating of moody’s, fitch, and S&p is ba1/bb+/bb+ or below. Inclusion is based on the currency of issue, and not the domicile of the issuer. The bofa 
merrill lynch Global High yield Index tracks the performance of USD, CaD, Gbp, and eUR denominated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the major domestic or 
eurobond markets. all indices are unmanaged and not available for direct investment. 

please refer to the attached GIpS composite presentations, which include performance footnotes, fee schedules, index descriptions and disclosures. This material may not be 
reproduced or used in any form or medium without express written permission. Unless otherwise noted, performance returns and other data are current as of the date stated at the top 
of the page. brandywine Global will not undertake to update the information at a later date. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

©2018, Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Global High yield Composite   |   as of December 31, 2017   |   Results shown in USD - final

annUalIzeD ReTURnS
CompoSITe ReTURn 
GRoSS of feeS (%)

CompoSITe ReTURn 
neT of feeS (%) bGHy3 (%)

QTD 0.87 0.71 0.87 
yTD 10.19 9.48 10.43 

1 yeaR 10.19 9.48 10.43 
3 yeaR 6.70 6.02 7.07 
5 yeaR 5.69 5.02 5.67 
7 yeaR 7.59 6.90 7.18 

SInCe InCepTIon 1/2010 8.92 8.22 8.11 

CalenDaR yeaR ReTURnS

yeaR 
oR yTD

CompoSITe 
ReTURn GRoSS 

of feeS (%)

CompoSITe 
ReTURn neT 
of feeS (%) bGHy3 (%)

nUmbeR 
of 

aCCoUnTS

maRKeT 
ValUe 

(mIllIonS)

ToTal 
fIRm aSSeTS 

(mIllIonS)

CompoSITe 
DISpeRSIon 

(%)

CompoSITe 
ST. DeV. 

(% 3-yeaR 
RollInG)

bGHy 
ST. DeV. 

(% 3-yeaR 
RollInG)

2017 10.19 9.48 10.43 5 498 74,382 n/m 5.53 5.65 
2016 14.42 13.69 14.27 5 507 65,498 n/m 6.04 6.24 
2015 -3.63 -4.25 -2.72 6 418 68,819 0.23 5.55 5.68 
2014 1.02 0.37 0.01 6 495 63,375 n/m 5.53 5.90 
2013 7.48 6.79 7.33 5 189 50,050 n/m 6.58 7.90 
2012 18.02 17.26 19.60 4 128 42,894 n/m 7.00 8.97 
2011 7.20 6.51 3.12 2 39 33,122 n/m n/m n/m
2010 18.73 17.98 14.83 1 18 31,996 n/m n/m n/m

organization 
brandywine Global Investment management, llC (the “firm”) is a wholly owned, independently operated, subsidiary of legg mason, Inc. The firm has prepared and presented this 
report in compliance with the Global Investment performance Standards (GIpS).  for the periods July 1, 2000 through June 30, 2016, the firm has been verified by Kreischer miller. a 
verification includes assessing whether the firm (1) complied with the composite construction requirements of the GIpS standards on a firm-wide basis, and (2) designed its processes 
and procedures to calculate and present performance results in compliance with the GIpS standards. a copy of the verification report is available upon request.  Disclosed total firm 
assets represent the total market value of all discretionary and nondiscretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-paying assets under the firm’s management. 
 
Composite Description 
The Global High yield Composite (the “Composite”) Inception date: January 1, 2010. Creation date: January 1, 2010.  The Composite includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying, actively 
managed Global High yield non-Constrained accounts with no composite minimums. The holdings consist of high yielding instruments issued globally that brandywine believes are go-
ing to produce a high level of current income and capital appreciation. The strategy may employ the use of forward contracts, futures, and swaps which may increase the overall risk of 
the strategy. The portfolios are typically invested in 50-100 securities.  effective 11/30/12, the secondary benchmark was changed to the ICe bofaml Global High yield, which is more 
reflective of the strategy. ?1 
 
benchmark 
The bloomberg barclays Global High-yield Index provides a broad-based measure of the global high-yield fixed income markets. The Global High-yield Index represents that union of the 
U.S. High-yield, pan-european High-yield, U.S. emerging markets High-yield, CmbS High-yield, and pan-european emerging markets High-yield Indices.The ICe bofaml Global High 
yield Index tracks the performance of USD, CaD, Gbp, and eUR denominated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the major domestic or eurobond markets. ?1 
 
performance Calculation 
preliminary data, if so noted, reflects unreconciled data for the most recent reporting period.  portfolios are valued daily on a trade date basis and include dividends and interest as well 
as all realized and unrealized capital gains and losses. Return calculations at the portfolio level are time-weighted to account for periodic contributions and withdrawals. performance 
results are calculated on a before tax, total return basis. The Composite returns consist of size-weighted portfolio returns using beginning of period values to weight the portfolio 
returns. monthly linking of interim performance results is used to calculate quarterly and annual returns. Composite’s valuations and returns are computed in U.S. Dollars (“USD”). The 
results are presented in USD or in other currencies (to accommodate overseas investors), the latter by converting monthly USD returns into other currency returns using the appropriate 
currency exchange rate returns. Gross returns reflect the deduction of trading expenses. net of fee returns reflect the deduction of trading expenses and the highest investment manage-
ment fees charged within the composite membership as stated in the fee schedule below. Composite dispersion is calculated using the asset-weighted standard deviation method for 
all portfolios that were in the Composite for the entire year. Composite dispersion is not presented for periods with five or fewer portfolios. The number of accounts and market values 
are as of the end of the period.  The three-year annualized standard deviation measures the variability of the composite and the benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period. 
past performance is no guarantee of future results. a complete list describing the firm’s composites as well as any additional information regarding the firm’s policies for calculating 
and reporting performance results is available upon request. 
 
fee Schedule 
Institutional Client Separate account management fee Schedule (minimum initial investment: $5 million): 0.500% on the first $25 million; 0.450% on the next $75 million, and 0.400%  
on any portion of assets in excess of $100 million.  Institutional Client Commingled account management Global Investment Trust fee Schedule (minimum initial investment: $1 million): 
0.500% on the first $25 million; 0.450% on the next $75 million, and 0.400% on any portion of assets in excess of $100 million. additional information on the firm’s fee schedule can be 
found in form aDV part 2a which is available upon request.

Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC
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U.S. High yield Composite   |   as of December 31, 2017   |   Results shown in USD - final

annUalIzeD ReTURnS
CompoSITe ReTURn 
GRoSS of feeS (%)

CompoSITe ReTURn 
neT of feeS (%) bUSHy5 (%)

QTD 1.12 0.95 0.47 
yTD 8.94 8.24 7.50 

1 yeaR 8.94 8.24 7.50 
3 yeaR 6.62 5.94 6.35 
5 yeaR 6.01 5.33 5.77 
7 yeaR 7.73 7.04 7.03 

SInCe InCepTIon 01/2010 9.05 8.35 8.01 

CalenDaR yeaR ReTURnS

yeaR 
oR yTD

CompoSITe 
ReTURn GRoSS 

of feeS (%)

CompoSITe 
ReTURn neT 
of feeS (%) bUSHy6 (%)

nUmbeR 
of 

aCCoUnTS

maRKeT 
ValUe 

(mIllIonS)

ToTal 
fIRm aSSeTS 

(mIllIonS)

CompoSITe 
DISpeRSIon 

(%)

CompoSITe 
ST. DeV. 

(% 3-yeaR 
RollInG)

bCUSCHy 
ST. DeV. 

(% 3-yeaR 
RollInG)

2017 8.94 8.24 7.50 7 576 74,382 n/m 5.39 5.57 
2016 16.05 15.31 17.13 6 545 65,498 n/m 5.96 6.00 
2015 -4.11 -4.73 -4.47 5 262 68,819 n/m 5.42 5.26 
2014 1.39 0.74 2.45 6 361 63,375 n/m 4.75 4.50 
2013 8.94 8.24 7.44 5 144 50,050 n/m 5.84 6.41 
2012 14.74 14.01 15.81 5 98 42,894 n/m 6.49 7.08 
2011 9.63 8.93 4.98 2 29 33,122 n/m n/m n/m
2010 18.79 18.03 15.12 1 17 31,996 n/m n/m n/m

organization 
brandywine Global Investment management, llC (the “firm”) is a wholly owned, independently operated, subsidiary of legg mason, Inc. The firm has prepared and presented this 
report in compliance with the Global Investment performance Standards (GIpS).  for the periods July 1, 2000 through June 30, 2016, the firm has been verified by Kreischer miller. a 
verification includes assessing whether the firm (1) complied with the composite construction requirements of the GIpS standards on a firm-wide basis, and (2) designed its processes 
and procedures to calculate and present performance results in compliance with the GIpS standards. a copy of the verification report is available upon request.  Disclosed total firm 
assets represent the total market value of all discretionary and nondiscretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-paying assets under the firm’s management. 
 
Composite Description 
The U.S. High yield Composite (the “Composite”) Inception date: January 1, 2010. Creation date: January 1, 2010.  The Composite includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying, actively 
managed U.S. High yield non-Constrained accounts with no composite minimums. The holdings consist of  high yielding instruments primarily issued in the United States that brandy-
wine believes are going to produce a high level of current income and capital appreciation. The strategy may employ the use of currency fowards, future contracts, and swaps which 
may increase the overall risk of the strategy. The portfolios are typically invested in 50-100 securities. 
 
benchmark 
The bloomberg barclays Capital U.S. Corporate yield Index covers the universe of fixed rate, non-investment grade debt. eurobonds and debt issues from countries designated as emerg-
ing markets (e.g., argentina, brazil, Venezuela, etc.) are excluded, but Canadian and global bonds (SeC registered) of issuers in non-emG countries are included. original issue zeroes, 
step-up coupon structures, 144-as and pay-in-kind bonds (pIKs, as of october 1, 2009) are also included.The ICe bofaml US High yield Index tracks the performance of USD denomi-
nated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the major domestic markets. ?1 
 
performance Calculation 
preliminary data, if so noted, reflects unreconciled data for the most recent reporting period.  portfolios are valued daily on a trade date basis and include dividends and interest as well 
as all realized and unrealized capital gains and losses. Return calculations at the portfolio level are time-weighted to account for periodic contributions and withdrawals. performance 
results are calculated on a before tax, total return basis. The Composite returns consist of size-weighted portfolio returns using beginning of period values to weight the portfolio 
returns. monthly linking of interim performance results is used to calculate quarterly and annual returns. Composite’s valuations and returns are computed in U.S. Dollars (“USD”). The 
results are presented in USD or in other currencies (to accommodate overseas investors), the latter by converting monthly USD returns into other currency returns using the appropriate 
currency exchange rate returns. Gross returns reflect the deduction of trading expenses. net of fee returns reflect the deduction of trading expenses and the highest investment manage-
ment fees charged within the composite membership as stated in the fee schedule below. Composite dispersion is calculated using the asset-weighted standard deviation method for 
all portfolios that were in the Composite for the entire year. Composite dispersion is not presented for periods with five or fewer portfolios. The number of accounts and market values 
are as of the end of the period.  The three-year annualized standard deviation measures the variability of the composite and the benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period. 
past performance is no guarantee of future results. a complete list describing the firm’s composites as well as any additional information regarding the firm’s policies for calculating 
and reporting performance results is available upon request. 
 
fee Schedule 
Institutional Client Separate account management fee Schedule (minimum initial investment: $5 million): 0.500% on the first $25 million; 0.450% on the next $75 million, and 0.400%  
on any portion of assets in excess of $100 million.  additional information on the firm’s fee schedule can be found in form aDV part 2a which is available upon request.

Brandywine Global Investment Management, LLC

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.


